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“LIFE AND BUSINESS ARE
VERY DIFFERENT NOW. I
GET TO DO MORE OF WHAT
I LOVE AND ENCOURAGE
OTHER PEOPLE TO DO MORE
OF WHAT THEY LOVE WITH
WHAT I SHARE THROUGH
STEALTH SEMINAR. ALL
WHILE BEING MORE
PROFITABLE AS A BUSINESS.”

Brooke’s Results
●An automated lead generation system
●Increased profits
●The ability to reach a wider audience
●A system that runs 24/7 that doesn’t require constant sales calls

How StealthSeminar helped Brooke
reach more clients
●Easy to configure, evergreen seminars
●Intuitive design for easy set-up
●Valuable insights and data
●Highly responsive customer support
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What were the challenges you had
generating sales and lead before
using StealthSeminar?
My name is Brooke Price. I am a business mentor for
beauty professionals based in the UK. I teach our
makeup artist how to develop six-figure businesses by
doing more of what they love.
I was having trouble reaching as many people as I
wanted to, in a way that felt authentic. I also needed
to do it in a way that gave me some freedom so that I
wasn’t on calls and running my business 24/7.
Before StealthSeminar, I wasn’t able to scale at
the rate I wanted to. I wanted to be able to create
freedom but also scale my business at the same time.
I had this frustration about not fulfilling that passion
I had for making a difference to as many people as
possible. Not being able to scale or reach as many
people as I had hoped was the real problem.

Did you have
any concerns
about using
StealthSeminar?
The only concerns I had were about the tech
aspect. Learning to do something new for the
first time and finding your feet can be difficult.
The fortunate thing for me was that
StealthSeminar came recommended by
people that I trust entirely. I knew that they
didn’t know how to do it themselves when they
first started.
Hearing from their experience of how firstclass the support was from StealthSeminar,
made diving in an easy decision for me.
I was able to build systems that supported my
business in the way that I really needed it to.
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What was your eureka moment?
The thing that stood out for me and showed me that StealthSeminar was working
beautifully for my business was seeing the feedback directly from the people
who watched my webinar.
It was tangible evidence that people were absorbing my content and showing up
for my trainings.
Seeing that feedback come through stream after stream was super reassuring
and direct evidence that it was giving the results that I wanted.

How did StealthSeminar help you?
Quite honestly, Stealth Seminar has allowed me to impact thousands of people
every month with my training and message.
In a measurable capacity, StealthSeminar has allowed me to create a very
profitable business and reach people all over the world on a much bigger scale.
Feeling that has been amazing.
It’s incredible to have the freedom of knowing that my lead generation is taken
care of, and runs smoothly.
If for any reason there is a hiccup StealthSeminar have got fantastic support in
place to rectify it at super speed.

Would you recommend
StealthSeminar?
I’d recommend StealthSeminar without hesitation because it is super costeffective. The customer support is impressive, and it does everything that I need
it to do.
It allows me to impact people with my message, and do everything on a much
bigger scale.
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